NORTH AMERICAN WORK

THE CONCOURSE / SOUTH MONTROSE GREENWAY Grand Prairie, Alberta

At EDA Collaborative in Edmonton, Erik Mustonen prepared concept and design development plans for a multi-level urban plaza adjacent to the new
library and museum building as the northern portion of a planned civic centre development.

SKYLINE HILLS (MONTAGE) San Diego, California

Pool area detail (above) Concept Plan (left)

Skyline Hills (marketing name
Montage) an infill development of
22 tri-plex units by KB Home on a
steeply sloping site in San Diego,
required community engagement
outreach to achieve acceptance
by the surrounding community of
single-family homes.

Erik Mustonen led a team at SKA Landscape Architecture to develop the concept and produce a 69-sheet set of construction drawings for planting, irrigation and home owner
association facilities such as the swimming pool. The dense planting on this intensively-developed site necessitated separate planting plans for shrubs vs. for trees and vines.
He also coordinated with the engineering consultants to resolve grading, servicing and vehicular circulation challenges posed by the steep slopes.

Markham Municipal Building Competition

Markham, Ontario

Erik Mustonen was the landscape architect on the project team of
Arthur Erickson Architects’ Toronto office on the competition. As
the landscape architect on the winning team for this limited
competition, he did the landscape design and hand-rendered the
final site plan on mylar.
The water feature was developed into a lake, which as a major
landscape element, acts as a reflecting pool and visually lends
height to the building’s south façade and the council chamber. In
winter, the lake will also provide a large skating surface as an
additional community amenity.
The landscaping of the public park is intended to be natural and
informal. Man-made mounds were designed to create controlled
views of the building from adjacent roads. Visual axes along the
approach routes focus on the lake, the building, the building and
the plaza. Parking areas are screened from the building and city
streets by berms and planting. To incorporate the existing
buildings into the overall scheme, a hard-landscaped civic square
was created, linking them to the main ceremonial entrance. The
space in the junction between the Markham Theatre and the
municipal building was then developed into an amphitheatre
stepping down to the water and serving as an outdoor gathering
place for public functions.
The Jury Report noted in part, “the jury felt that the winning
scheme had many outstanding qualities, but was particularly
impressed with its imaginative site planning strategy, superb
landscape composition, and sensitive incorporation of existing
buildings.” (The Canadian Architect, January 1987.)
After the closure of Arthur Erickson’s office, the design was
implemented by others.

Site Plan

York University Master Plan

Toronto, Ontario

At IBI Group in Toronto, Erik Mustonen was project
manager of a multi-disciplinary team consisting of an
architect, an engineer, a planner and three other
landscape architects, on a master plan study for the
urbanization of the campus of York University, which had
developed in a suburban style layout prior to the
urbanization of the surrounding area.
The university had been on the periphery of the Toronto
metropolitan area, but the surrounding region had grown
increasingly urbanized. By selling off portions of the
campus they could afford to construct new facilities while
creating an image more appropriate to their location.

Meadows Multi-Purpose Facility Servicing

Edmonton, Alberta

At EDA Collaborative sub-consulting to Amec Engineering, Erik Mustonen designed street tree planting, storm water pond landscaping, and a transit plaza for this area of
17th Street SE and 23rd Avenue SE and carried out construction administration services.

MUSKOSEEPI PARK DESIGN GUIDELINES & ENTRIES

Grande Prairie, Alberta

The City of Grande prairie retained EDA Collaborative in Edmonton, to prepare Design Guidelines for
Muskoseepi Park adjacent to the downtown area, while concurrently developing designs and
construction documents for the upgrading and updating of entry areas at 102 and 105 Avenues. Erik
Mustonen prepared the Design Guidelines for park-wide furniture, lighting, wayfinding and other
amenities. He also led the design team for the entry areas.
The name of Muskoseepi Park comes from Muskwa Seepi (Bear Creek) the Cree name for the creek
running through the park,) The team created the bear logo, which was then pressure cut from 100 mmthick aluminum to produce the 2.6 m x 4.6 m bear that was mounted on the main entry sign. It also
appears on signage throughout the park, replacing the original Centennial Park signage, which was from
the 1980s.

First Nation Schools

Poplar Hill, Pikangikum and Fort Severn First Nations, Ontario

The Poplar Hill, Pikangikum and Fort
Severn First Nations are indigenous
communities in isolated locations in
the north-western corner of the
province of Ontario.
As the Project Landscape Architect at
Scatliff + Miller + Murray, Winnipeg,
Erik Mustonen carried out a major redesign
for
the
Ahgwahbuush
Memorial School at Poplar Hill First
Nation, to re-locate playing fields and
a hockey rink to a new site.
Erik also coordinated with NDL, the
design-build contractor, and Number
TEN Architecture, in providing
construction administration services
for the schools at the Poplar Hill,
Pikangikum and Fort Severn First
Nations.

Poplar Hill play area for 5-12 year olds
Ahgwahbuush Memorial School, Poplar
Hill (above)

irst Nation

Eenchokay Birchstick School, Pikangikum
First Nation (left)

Fort Severn First Nation (right)

ALLOWAY ARCH The Forks, Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Winnipeg Foundation retained Scatliff + Miller +
Murray and KGS Engineering, to create a free-standing
arch with associated landscape development including
a fountain, at a high-profile site between the Union
Station (Via Rail) and the Museum for Human Rights at
The Forks in Winnipeg. Erik Mustonen carried out
construction administration including resolving design
issues on the fly, on this fast track project to re-use
historic stones from the former Alloway and Champion
Bank (constructed 1910, demolished 1974.)
The fountain has three water jets symbolizing the three
gold coins that were the initial contribution that led to
the formation of the Winnipeg Foundation. The
foundation’s motto, “FOR GOOD FOREVER” appears in
aluminum letters on the roof of the arch, visible from
the tower of the museum across the road.
The Alloway Arch immediately became a dynamic civic
monument framing the view of the Union Station east
entrance. Together with the rows of elms, it creates
two “outdoor rooms” that serve as gathering places
and peaceful resting areas along the access to the
fountain.
The construction
process (above)

The fountain with the
three jets (left)
The Promenade (right)

